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on the L&L. You can use the same method mentioned on. installing third party applications manually. I have lot of bibliographies and also..Parts of Alberta and Saskatchewan are under a flood watch, as the ground remains saturated from the spring thaw. Flood warnings have also been posted in the region, while rain continues in some areas.

Environment Canada weather warnings are listed below. There are also flood warnings posted in the area. Central Alberta: * SA-DAL - MB ** B-ES-L - RR * SM-NF - AB ** SK Marriott Lakeland Provincial Park is at risk of becoming cut off by flooding. A flood watch was posted for the river today, warning people to stay indoors and to monitor the river levels.
An evacuation alert is also in effect for residents living along the south end of the province. West of Edmonton: * SK * MB Central Saskatchewan: * SK East of Edmonton: * SK If you live in the affected area, be careful and ready to leave at a moment's notice. See all the warning areas here For more information, check out the flood watch and evacuation
alert pages on Environment Canada's website. ORIGINAL STORY: The flood situation for Central Canada is dire. The concern is over the flood situation in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta. There are widespread areas of low pressure pushing into the region. "Even though the winds are low today, the pressure gradient is still very high which is making

it very poor for the forecast," said Paula Duhaime, senior manager of severe weather with Environment Canada. "We've been seeing this kind of pressure gradient over eastern Canada for a while now, but as we got a big system over western Canada, it's going to cause a big problem."
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